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JOB TITLE:  PACT Care Coordinator 
PROGRAM: 815 
DEPARTMENT: 
REPORTS TO: PACT Team Lead and Service Line Director – Crisis 
FLSA STATUS: Non-Exempt, Full-time 
SCHEDULE: Monday – Friday 8:00am – 5:00pm; schedule may vary 
                                                                     
Position Summary:  

 
This member of the PACT multidisciplinary team has training in social work, psychology or education and clinical skills 
to provide treatment, rehabilitation, and support services to program clients with severe and disabling mental illnesses 
under the clinical supervision of the team leader and the APRN.  Functions as a member of the multidisciplinary team 
and provides treatment rehabilitation and support services.    

 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

 Provide case management for an assigned group of clients including coordinating and monitoring the activities 
of the individual treatment team; assume secondary responsibility for developing, writing, implementing, 
evaluating and revising overall treatment goals and plans in conjunction with ITT; ensuring immediate changes 
are made in the treatment plans as clients’ needs change; educate and support clients’ families, and advocate for 
clients’ rights and preferences. 

 Involved in assessing the needs of a client and involvement in written assessment that would describe levels of 
functioning for the client in a number of specific areas. 

 Acts as liaison and consult with community agencies and families to maintain coordination in the treatment 
process. 

  Provide on-call crisis intervention covering nighttime hours. 
 Document client progress to maintain permanent record of client activity according to established methods and 

procedures. 
 Provide symptom education to enable clients to identify their mental illness symptoms. 
 Make referrals for client to possible therapy services. 
 Provide benefits counseling (e.g., SSI, veteran’s benefits). 
 Provide ongoing assessment, problem solving, side-by-side services, skill training, supervision, and 

environmental adaptations to assist clients with activities of daily living.   
 Assist and support clients to carry out personal hygiene and grooming tasks. 
 Provide nutrition education, meal planning, grocery shopping, and food preparation. 
 Assist clients to find and maintain a safe and affordable place to live-apartment hunting, finding a roommate, 

landlord negotiations, cleaning furnishing and decorating, and procuring necessities. 
 Ensure that clients have adequate financial support (e.g., help to gain employment or apply for entitlements). 
 Complete all required paperwork in compliance with the VA contract, State standards and WMMHC Policies and 

Procedures. 

 Perform additional duties that may be assigned by the supervisor that may be specific to program or 
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regional needs. 
 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 
 

 Bachelor’s degree in social work or other closely related field. 
 One-year experience working in the mental health field 

 Must be able to pass a criminal background and driver’s license check 
 Must have a valid MT Driver’s license with an acceptable driving record 
 Provide proof of auto liability insurance coverage per Western’s policies 

 
SKILLS AND ABILITIES 
 

 Ability to exercise discretion and maintain client and employee confidentiality. 
 Ability to prioritize and perform multiple tasks. 
 Ability to exercise sound judgment in evaluation of situations and making decisions 

independently. 
 Commitment to the vision, values, and mission of agency. 
 Acceptance of a variety of lifestyles, behaviors, cultural and spiritual practices. 
 Valid Montana Driver’s license, appropriate levels of automobile insurance, and a clean driving 

record. 
 CPI trained, or willingness to complete training, to effectively perform verbal de-escalation and 

physical intervention if needed. 
 Effective oral and written communication skills. 
 Responsive to client and co-worker needs, including being tactful, respectful and considerate of 

others regardless of status. 
 Flexibility and the ability to quickly adapt to change in the work environment. 
 Consistently at work on time and when scheduled, ensuring work responsibilities are covered 

when absent. 
 
PHYSICAL DEMANDS 
 
PHYSICAL DEMAND DESCRIPTON OF PHYSICAL DEMAND JOB DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 

Stand or Sit Stationary position or standing 
position  

Must be able to sit at desk 
frequently or stand frequently 

Walk Move, traverse This position requires 
movement in an office setting, 
building, or residential care 
facility as necessary to perform 
job duties 

Use hands/fingers Operate, activate, use, prepare, 
inspect, place, detect, position 

Operates office equipment such 
as copy machine, computer, and 
printer, etc. as necessary to 
perform job duties 

Climb stairs or balance Ascend/descend as necessary Will occasionally 
ascend/descend stairs as 
necessary to perform job duties 
and/or access non-ADA 
compliant client homes as 
necessary to perform duties 
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specific to certain positions 

Stoop, kneel, crouch, or 
crawl 

Position self to move Will position self to move about 
office setting, building, or 
residential care facility as 
necessary to perform job duties 

Talk/hear Communicate, detect, converse with, 
discern, convey, express oneself, 
exchange information 

The person in this position will 
constantly communicate with 
consumers, peers, etc. and must 
be able to exchange information 
as necessary to perform job 
duties 

See Detect, determine, perceive, identify, 
recognize, judge, observe, inspect, 
estimate, assess 

Must be able to discern and 
convey information, identify 
and review records, files, forms, 
and electronic and hard-copy 
data as necessary to perform 
job duties 

Taste/smell N/A As necessary to perform job 
duties 

Carry weight, lift Move, transport, position, put, 
install, remove 

Be able to move laptop, files, 
papers, or possibly groceries up 
to 25 pounds as necessary to 
perform job duties 

Exposure to work Indoor/outdoor Works mostly indoors with 
some outdoor exposure 

 
EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE  

   
By signing below, I attest that I have read the position description and understand the responsibilities and duties expected to be 

completed and adhered to in this position. A copy of the signed job description will be placed in my personnel file. 

 
 
                                                                                                                                                       
Employee         Date 
 
                                                                                                                                                       
PACT Team Lead        Date 
 
                                                                                                                                                       
Service Line Director           Date 


